GFP stable transfection facilitated the characterization of lung cancer stem cells.
Cancer stem cells (CSCs) are a subset of cancer cells that play key roles in metastasis and cancer relapse. The elimination of CSCs is very important during cancer therapy. To develop drugs that target CSCs, the isolation and identification of putative CSCs are required. Some of the characteristics of CSCs are assessed by cell survival assays. In such experiments, the density of the cells seeded on the plates may affect the experimental results, leading to potentially inaccurate conclusions. In this study, a new assay to facilitate the characterization of CSCs has been developed by stable transfection of GFP, using the A549 lung cancer cell line as a model. A putative CSC line, A549 sphere cells, was obtained by culturing A549 cells in ultra-low dishes in serum-free medium. To ensure that the putative CSCs were grown under the same conditions as the A549-GFP cells and were not affected by the number of cells seeded, A549 sphere cells were mixed with GFP stably transfected A549 (A549-GFP) cells. The mixture was subjected to flow cytometry assay and inverted fluorescence microscopy to detect changes in the proportion of GFP-positive cells after treatment. A549 sphere cells had a slower proliferation rate and an improved chemoresistance. They also showed differentiation ability. This work suggests that mixing GFP stably transfected cancer cells with putative CSCs may facilitate the identification of CSCs, making it convenient for studies of targeted CSCs.